Presentation 1 – Trends in Government

- Think about emerging trends related to infrastructure, people, and intelligence
- How are we as local governments interacting in these ways?
- Look at the private sector – what are they doing (Google, Amazon, etc) and trends for the future and how citizens want to interact to get what they need
- What are the priorities of your community and how can you move your planning efforts in that direction?

Presentation 2 – Future Mobility

- With autonomous & multi-use vehicles in our future, think about areas in your community where these modes of transportation may first be valuable (i.e. first mile/last mile, employment centers, universities, airports)
- What can be incorporated into planning efforts now to prepare for these modes of transportation (i.e. design and zoning, infrastructure planning)
- With growing usage of these transportation methods, what opportunities does your community have for parking area reuse?

Presentation 3 – Longmont, CO Case Study (Gigabit City)

- Think about an opportunity in your community or a problem to solve (equity of access, infrastructure to support economic development, etc.)
- Identify Key Attributes of Community to Leverage Partnerships
- In planning efforts, think about keys to Longmont’s success in broadband effort:
  - Persistence (effort for partnership took years to gain traction) – plan to be in it for the long haul
  - Identify risks and create a strategy for addressing them (political issues, funding, policy, etc.) – who are the stakeholders affected that should be engaged?
  - Garner community support (efforts bolstered once community engaged in voicing need and support; instrumental in overcoming obstacles). What is your community engagement strategy?